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When tracking an object moving in depth, the visual system should take changes of eye vergence into account to judge the
object’s 3D speed correctly. Previous work has shown that extraretinal information about changes in eye vergence is
exploited when judging the sign of 3D motion. Here, we ask whether extraretinal signals also affect judgments of 3D speed.
Observers judged the speed of a small target surrounded by a large background. To manipulate extraretinal information,
we varied the vergence demand of the entire stimulus sinusoidally over time. At different phases of vergence pursuit,
we changed the disparity of the target relative to the background, leading observers to perceive approaching target motion.
We determined psychometric functions for the target’s approach speed when the eyes were (1) converging, (2) diverging,
(3) maximally converged (near), and (4) maximally diverged (far). The target’s motion was reported as faster during
convergence and slower during divergence but perceived speed was little affected at near or far vergence positions. Thus,
3D speed judgments are affected by extraretinal signals about changes in eye rotation but appear unaffected by the
absolute orientation of the eyes. We develop a model that accounts for observers’ judgments by taking a weighted average
of the retinal and extraretinal signals to target motion.
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Introduction
How do we perceive the speed of objects moving in
depth? If the eyes are fixating, an object’s three-dimensional
(3D) speed toward and away from the observer is signaled
by the change in position of the object on the left and right
eyes’ retinas across time. An estimate of the object’s 3D
speed could, therefore, be derived from retinal cues, such
as changes in binocular disparity (Cumming & Parker,
1994; Harris & Watamaniuk, 1995; Regan & Gray, 2009)
or differences in interocular velocity (Beverley & Regan,
1973; Rokers, Cormack, & Huk, 2009; Shioiri, Saisho, &
Yaguchi, 2000). Under typical viewing conditions, however,
observers track the object’s movement with their eyes. The
resulting change in eye vergence minimizes the absolute
binocular disparity of the object, reducing the magnitude
of the retinal signal. Thus, it would be sensible for the
visual system to combine information about retinal motion
and eye vergence pursuit to estimate the object’s true motion.
The visual system could derive information about
vergence pursuit from the retinal slip of static scene
structures and/or from extraretinal signals related to eye
movement. However, the idea that extraretinal signals con-
tribute to 3D motion perception is contentious (Brenner,
van den Berg, & van Damme, 1996; Erkelens & Collewijn,
1985b; Harris, 2006; Regan, Erkelens, & Collewijn, 1986),
and it is widely held that observers are insensitive to large
changes in eye vergence when these are not accompanied
by changes in relative disparity. For example, Erkelens
and Collewijn (1985b) and Regan et al. (1986) reported
that large changes in the absolute disparity of an extensive
(30  30 deg) stimulus did not give rise to sensations of
3D motion, even though they induced vergence pursuit
(Erkelens & Collewijn, 1985a). As a result, they con-
cluded that extraretinal signals about changes in eye
vergence provide poor information about motion in depth.
Further, Brenner et al. (1996) showed that observers did
not perceive the 3D motion of a large object whose abso-
lute disparity changed by 3 deg. In these studies, changing
vergence signals conflicted with the absence of looming.
An indication that changes in size are critical to motion in
depth is that some 3D motion is perceived without retinal
slip when the target does not convey looming information,
for example, when small targets are used (Brenner et al.,
1996; Gonza´lez, Allison, Ono, & Vinnikov, 2010; Harris,
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2006; Howard, 2008; Regan et al., 1986). These studies
suggest that judgments of 3D motion are informed by
extraretinal cues when the cue conflict is less evident.
Nefs and Harris (2008) investigated the effect of vergence
pursuit eye movements on induced motion (the perception
that a stationary target moves in the presence of a moving
inducer). They showed that when participants pursued a
fast moving inducer, induced motion of the target was
tenfold higher than when they were asked to track the
target. They accounted for their findings on the basis that
the visual system estimates 3D motion by taking the sum
of retinal and extraretinal signals, with a gain factor
attenuating the influence of the extraretinal signal (also see
Nefs & Harris, 2007). Welchman, Harris, and Brenner
(2009) showed that the retinal slip that initiates ocular
pursuit is not responsible for the extraretinal contribution
to judgments of 3D motion sign (approaching or reced-
ing). Such judgments are best explained on the basis that
observers combine the instantaneous retinal slip with
extraretinal (vergence) signals.
Here, we extend the technique developed by Welchman
et al. (2009) to have observers make judgments about the
motion of a small target that is surrounded by a large,
moving background (Figure 1). As in the previous study,
Figure 1. Schematic showing the lateral motion information available to the left eye for 3D motion judgments. At time 1, when the target
(red dot) has not yet started to “move,” the target is at the center of the moving background (horizontal black line) and the eyes are ﬁxated
on F1 (note that this is not necessarily representative but is assumed for clarity). At time 2, the background has moved by extent B (black
arrow) and the target by extent T (red arrow), so the target has moved relative to the background by extent T j B (green arrow). The eyes
have moved by P (blue arrow) and are now ﬁxating on F2, slightly behind the center of the background (B2). This “lag” causes a retinal slip
of the background, BV, and a retinal slip of the target, TV. The inset shows the interpretation of such lateral target motion in terms of motion
in depth, assuming that the right eye sees a mirror symmetrical image.
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we vary the position of the background continuously over
time, creating a sinusoidal vergence demand (Figure 2A)
that induces pursuit with a high gain (Erkelens &
Collewijn, 1985a). This stimulus ensures that the observ-
ers’ eyes are smoothly pursuing the target (and could
therefore provide extraretinal information) during the test
portion of the experiment in which the target starts to
move relative to the background (Figures 1 and 2B). By
using a large background stimulus that has a constant
retinal size, we ensure that observers cannot perceive their
eye vergence pursuit due to the conflict between vergence
changes and the absence of looming (Erkelens &
Collewijn, 1985b; Regan et al., 1986; Welchman et al.,
2009). Thus, any influence of vergence pursuit on the inter-
pretation of changes in relative disparity in terms of judged
speed would indicate that extraretinal signals contribute
directly to such judgments.
In our experiment, we briefly move the target with
respect to the backgroundVthereby introducing a relative
retinal motion component (and thus changing relative
disparity) in addition to the absolute motion of the whole
stimulus (i.e., the sinusoidal displacement of the target and
background). We measure judgments of approach speed
under four conditions: when the eyes are pursuing in
converging (approaching) or diverging (receding) directions
and when the eyes are at the maximum (near) and minimum
(far) vergence excursions. Thus, we contrive that the same
magnitude of the retinal cue (changing relative disparity)
is combined with different magnitudes of the extraretinal
cue (Figure 2B).
Given the presence of both retinal and extraretinal cues
to 3D motion, we consider two potential models for the
visual system’s use of this information. First, observers
might ignore all extraretinal information, so that judgments
of the target’s approach speed depend only on retinal
velocity and are unaffected by differences in vergence
pursuit. This relative velocity model would take as its inputs
the retinal slip velocities of the background (BV) and of the
target (TV). Speed judgments would be calculated as the
difference between TVand BV. If so, eye pursuit velocity
(P) has no bearing on the observer’s judgment, because
the difference between TVand BVis unaffected by adding a
constant to each. This retinal model would predict
psychometric functions from our four experimental con-
ditions that lie on top of each other when expressed in
terms of relative speed (Figure 3A). Alternatively, observ-
ers might judge the velocity of the target by combining
the pursuit velocity (P) with the retinal velocity of the
target (TV). This absolute velocity model describes the total
vergence demand of the target and predicts that judgments
Figure 2. An illustration of how movement of the target and background were used to separate retinal and extraretinal cues to motion
estimation. (A) An illustration of the motion in depth of the target and background in each condition. The background moved back and
forth sinusoidally, in opposite directions in the two eyes, throughout the entire experiment (frequency = 0.25 Hz). In terms of binocular
cues, this corresponds with oscillations in depth, but due to the absence of looming, these oscillations are not perceived. Target motion
was perceived when we changed the relative disparity of the target with respect to the background. We did so at four phases of the
background’s oscillation (orange arrows): far, near, converging, or diverging. (B) Velocity of the target with respect to the background
(upper panel) and of the targets and the background (lower panel) for the left eye. The same relative velocity corresponds to different
target velocities in the four conditions.
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of speed will be faster during convergence and slower
during divergence (see Figure 3D). Both of these models
ignore the fact that the perceived speed should depend
on the static convergence of the eyes (i.e., the viewing
distance). We will examine this scaling issue in the
Discussion section.
Methods
Observers
Two of the authors and four naive observers who were
recruited from staff of the Faculty of Human Movement
Sciences at the VU University of Amsterdam took part in
the study. They all had normal or corrected-to-normal
vision and were screened to ensure that they could
discriminate 1 arcmin of disparity in a briefly (300 ms)
presented random dot stereogram.
Apparatus
Images were presented stereoscopically on a mirror ste-
reoscope with two 24W CRT (Sony GDM-FW900) moni-
tors, each seen by one eye through a mirror. The monitors
displayed 1096 by 686 pixels at a refresh rate of 160 Hz
(an individual pixel subtended about 3.1 arcmin). The
distance from the observer’s eyes to the monitors was
about 50 cm. Observers responded by pressing keys on a
keyboard. Binocular eye movements were recorded using
an Eyelink II eye tracker (SR Research) at a sampling rate
of 500 Hz.
Stimulus
Observers fixated a small blue target dot (diameter =
7 arcmin), surrounded by a large background (20 cm/22 deg
wide, 30 cm/31 deg high) of randomly positioned green
triangles (side length 1.7 cm/2 deg), avoiding a small region
(3 cm/3.4 deg wide, 1.5 cm/1.7 deg high) around the target.
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Figure 3. Model predictions for (A, B) a relative velocity model and (C, D) an absolute velocity model. The relative velocity could be judged
by taking the difference between the retinal slip velocity of the target (TV) and the retinal slip velocity of the background (BV). The absolute
velocity of the target could be judged by summing the pursuit velocity (P) and the retinal velocity of the target (TV). Note that since TV= T j P
and BV= B j P, the predictions for the perceived velocity are T j B and T, respectively, irrespective of the pursuit velocity. Predictions are
shown both in terms of the relative speed (A, C) and in terms of the absolute speed (B, D) on the screen. Whenever curves overlap, only
the red curve is visible.
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We masked visible changes in the position of the back-
ground by rotating the triangles around their centers at a
speed of 45 deg/s. Half of the triangles rotated clockwise
and the other half rotated anti-clockwise. To measure the
influence of extraretinal signals, the observers’ eyes had to
be smoothly pursuing the background in depth. We induced
these vergence pursuit eye movements by continuously vary-
ing the lateral positions of the left and right eyes’ images in
counter-phase following a sinusoidal profile (frequency =
0.25 Hz). The amplitude of the lateral movement of the
background was T5 mm (34 arcmin), corresponding to a
movement in depth from about 9 cm behind the screen to
7 cm in front of the screen. This corresponds to a vergence
change of about 1.14 deg (or 0.57 deg in each eye; Movie 1).
To ensure that the modulations of absolute disparity in
the background were imperceptible, we kept the retinal
size of the background constant. This created a conflict
between monocular and binocular cues for the back-
ground’s simulated position in depth (looming cues
signaled no 3D motion although binocular cues signaled
motion). While looming information is significant for the
large background, for our small target its influence is
negligible (the maximum change in retinal size of the
target is 2% of 7 arcmin, which is well below our ren-
dering resolution). In previous studies, we (Welchman
et al., 2009) and others (Erkelens & Collewijn, 1985b;
Regan et al., 1986) have shown that keeping the retinal
size of the background constant successfully prevents
observers from discriminating approaching or receding
motion (neither was there any perception of change in
the apparent size of the stimulus). To further ensure that
there was no relative retinal motion from static objectsV
and thus that eye movement was indicated by extra-
retinal signals rather than relative retinal slip from static
structuresVwe took a number of precautions. Specifically,
the experiment was conducted in full darkness and any
residual light from objects within the field of view was
removed by surrounding the CRTs and mirrors in dark
cloth. In addition, we reduced the luminance of the CRTs
to ensure that observers could not see the “black” back-
ground illumination of the displays nor could they see the
mirrors. Finally, we ensured that movement of the back-
ground stimulus did not reach the edges of the displays,
ensuring that there were no cues from occlusion that
would arise if the stimulus moved off the screen.
Procedure
On each trial, the target’s disparity relative to the
background changed at one of five rates. The target always
moved to the right across the background in the left eye
and to the left across the background in the right eye,
consistent with approaching 3D motion. Once the target
started moving relative to the background, its color also
changed from blue to red. After the target approached the
observer for 300 ms, it disappeared, but the moving
background remained visible. The blue target reappeared
after 1 s, moving on its sinusoidal profile with zero dis-
parity with respect to the background. We used five rates
of relative disparity change, spaced in steps of 0.5 mm/s
of lateral movement around the mean rate of 2.5 mm/s.
This corresponds to rates of change of disparity of about
21 to 48 arcmin/s. In the interest of consistency, we will
report our results in units of mm/s on the screen, as we
experimentally manipulate the changing disparity infor-
mation by means of lateral motion on the screen (in
opposite directions in the left and right eyes). On each
trial, observers judged whether the speed of the target was
faster or slower than the mean speed of the stimulus set
(cf. McKee, 1981). We measured psychometric functions
for approach speed in four interleaved conditions: when
the eyes were moving to (a) converge or (b) diverge and
when the eyes were at the endpoints of their trajectories in
(c) near and (d) far vergence positions (see Figure 2A for
a cartoon).
We prevented dark adaptation by presenting a white
screen every 10 trials (approximately every 80 s) for 5 s.
During this interval, we also calibrated the eye tracker by
displaying an isolated black fixation target that jumped
back and forth laterally every 500 ms by T0.57 deg (the
amount that the eyes were to move in opposite directions
while pursuing the background). The median version
response for each eye was considered to correspond to
this distance. Each observer completed 400 trials (4 condi-
tions, 5 stimulus levels, 20 trials) in two sessions. As it was
unlikely that observers formed a reliable criterion for the
mean speed within 10 trials, we discarded the first 10 trials
from each session.
Eye movement recording and analysis
During the experiment, observers were instructed to
maintain fixation on the target. We recorded the left and
right eye positions. To analyze these eye movement data,
we first calibrated raw gaze positions by manually
selecting fixations in calibration blocks and then con-
verted these to degrees of visual angle. Preprocessing of
eye movements involved the removal of trials in which
blinks or saccades occurred during or shortly (200 ms)
before or after target presentation (2% of trials) and trials
in which the eye position data were excessively noisy
(5% of trials) and did not resemble fixations or saccades,
potentially due to instability in the eye tracker’s estimate
of the eye position. Eye trace signals were screened
“blind” in that neither the experimental condition nor the
observer’s psychophysical response was known when
inspecting the eye movement traces. The removal of indi-
vidual trials due to blinks and noise required the agree-
ment of two of the authors. We calculated horizontal
vergence as the right minus the left horizontal eye
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position, with each position being related to the positions
when fixating the screen center (so negative values for
vergence correspond to positions that are nearer than the
screen).
Results
Eye movements
Our first analysis investigated how well our observers
made vergence pursuit eye movements in response to the
large moving stimulus. Figure 4A shows the eye position
data for the critical part of a single trial in which the
target was presented while the eyes were converging. To
characterize the gain and the phase lag of vergence
pursuit, we first combined the parts of the trajectory that
we considered the critical portion of each trial (i.e., the
eye trace during target presentation T200 ms) and then fit
a sine function to the average vergence response across
observers with the function’s amplitude and phase as free
parameters. Vergence pursuit gain was then calculated as
the peak amplitude of the fit sine function divided by the
peak amplitude of the vergence demand. Phase lag was
calculated as the difference in phase between the best
fitting sine and the vergence demand of the stimulus.
We found that observers made accurate vergence
pursuit movements in response to the changing absolute
disparity of the stimulus (Figure 4B), with a vergence gain
of about 0.97. This is in line with previous studies that
used a frequency of 0.25 Hz, which reported pursuit gains
that approached unity for velocities of up to 1.5 deg/s
(Erkelens & Collewijn, 1985a). We found that there was
an average delay (pursuit lag) of approximately 100 ms
between the changing disparity of the background and the
vergence response.
Perceived 3D speed
We next examined speed judgments under the four
experimental conditions (convergence, divergence, near
vergence, and far vergence). We obtained psychometric
functions for approach speed as a function of the target’s
motion relative to the background (Figure 5). Fitting these
data with a cumulative Gaussian yielded the point of
subjective equality (PSE; 50% point on the curve) that
provides a measure of the perceived speed of the target.
We defined speed discrimination thresholds ($v) as the
standard deviation of the fitted Gaussian and we defined
increment thresholds (i.e., Weber fractions) as the ratio of
threshold speed to the mean speed ($v/v).
We found that judgments of 3D speed differed signifi-
cantly between conditions (repeated measures ANOVA on
the PSEs: F3,15 = 18.5, p G 0.001). The most striking
feature of the data was that a target with the same retinal
speed was seen as faster during convergence than during
divergence (Figure 4Vgreen vs. cyan data series). The
Figure 4. Measured eye positions from 200 ms before the target started moving until 200 ms after the target disappeared. The dashed
lines indicate the background position. (A) Eye movements from a single trial in which the eyes were converging when the target was
presented. Top row: Left and right eye traces. Bottom row: Version and vergence traces (i.e., mean of and difference between the left and
right eye traces). (B) Average vergence response for each condition (expressed in terms of half the lateral distance between where the
two eyes were directed on the screen).
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difference between the PSEs was 1.42 mm/s of lateral
speed (consistent with a 3D speed of about 2.2 cm/s, about
60% of the standard speed of the target; t5 = 6.03, p G
0.01). We found no significant shift between the psycho-
metric functions for the nearly stationary eyes in the far
and near vergence positions (the difference was 0.14 mm/s;
t5 = 0.69, p = 0.52).
Increment thresholds did not differ significantly between
the conditions (F3,15 = 2.36, p = 0.113). This result was
expected, given that judgments were made with respect to
an internal standard that was the mean of the entire
stimulus set. We found that the average increment thresh-
old for approach speed was 0.22 (across observers and
conditions). This is consistent with previously reported
thresholds for the speed of motion in depth (0.20; Harris
& Watamaniuk, 1995) and lateral motion (0.25; McKee,
1981).
Discussion
When judging 3D motion of a target, observers tend to
change vergence to track the object. To judge 3D motion
correctly, the visual system should, therefore, take account
of eye movements. Here, we isolated extraretinal cues to
vergence from the retinal cues that would normally
accompany vergence eye movements and tested how
extraretinal information is combined with retinal signals
to judge 3D speed. Our results show that extraretinal cues
to vergence pursuit movements systematically affected
judgments of 3D speed: An object’s approach speed is
reported to be faster during convergence and slower
during divergence. This must be due to the rotation of
the eyes rather than to distance scaling because judgments
were not sensitive to whether the eyes were at near or far
vergence positions. Specifically, the transformation of a
changing retinal disparity signal to 3D speed depends on
knowing the viewing distance: From binocular geometry,
the same rate of change in disparity at a far distance
should result in a faster perceived 3D speed than when it
is presented at a closer distance. Interestingly, in our
experiment, we did not find evidence for such scaling.
In the Introduction section, we outlined sets of pre-
dictions for performance in these different conditions
under two different models. When we compare our psycho-
physical results (Figure 5) with these models’ predictions
(Figure 3), it is clear that neither provides a good account of
our results. We will consider two possible reasons for this:
that the perceived speed is determined by a combination of
the two sources of information and that the perceived speed
is scaled by ocular convergence despite the background
appearing to remain at a constant distance. However, first,
we will briefly discuss the eye movements themselves.
Effects of pursuit lag
Although observers pursued the background almost
perfectly, we found that the eyes lagged the background
by about 100 ms (Figure 4B). Do we need to consider this
lag when interpreting our results? Both the models we
outlined in the Introduction section are insensitive to lag:
The relative velocity model considers the difference
between the retinal velocity of the background (B) and
Figure 5. Psychophysical results. (A) Psychometric functions for the fraction of trials in which observers responded that the target
approached faster than the average approach speed as a function of the relative velocity on the screen. Separate functions for the
conditions in which the eyes were in near (red) and far (blue) vergence positions and when the eyes were converging (green) and
diverging (cyan). (B) Points of subjective equality with standard errors. The solid horizontal line represents the mean speed of the target
with respect to the background. (C) The individual subjects’ data.
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target (T), so introducing an equal increment or decrement
to both has no effect on their difference; the absolute
velocity model is independent of the magnitude of the
pursuit signal (P) because it only depends on target
velocity (T)Vlag will affect pursuit and retinal slip of the
target (TV) to equal and opposite extents, so their sum will
not change. We can formulate modified models that con-
sider that retinal slip is combined with a later eye move-
ment (Rotman, Brenner, & Smeets, 2004, 2005), in which
case the target will appear to move faster in the far than in
the near condition, because a later eye movement will
include more convergence for the far target and more
divergence for the near target. We see some indication of
this in Figure 5A, but the individual subjects’ data in
Figure 5C suggest that this is all due to one subject (S2).
For the approaching and receding conditions, this effect
should be minimal because the velocity of the background
hardly changes near the time at which the target is
presented.
Scaling angular velocity by viewing distance
From our results, it is clear that changes in the orien-
tation of the eyes affect judgments of 3D speed. In seeking
to explain our data, we have so far only considered models
that use angular velocity measures. As the retinal pro-
jection of movement depends on the viewing distance, it is
reasonable to ask whether observers recovered the real-
world velocity, scaling the angular retinal velocities by
the viewing distance. In our displays, there are two
potential sources of information about the viewing dis-
tance: the vergence position of the eyes (cf. Backus &
Matza-Brown, 2003; Brenner & van Damme, 1998; Collett,
Schwarz, & Sobel, 1991; Enright, 1991; Foley, 1980;
Frisby, Catherall, Porrill, & Buckley, 1997; Taroyan,
Buckley, Porrill, & Frisby, 2000) and the gradient of
vertical disparities in the projection of the background
(Backus, Banks, van Ee, & Crowell, 1999; Bradshaw,
Glennerster, & Rogers, 1996; Brenner, Smeets, & Landy,
2001). These two sources were always consistent with
each other. The difference in vergence between the near
and far conditions was about 1.14 deg. Changes in the
vertical extent of the stimulus (i.e., the vertical separation
between triangles at the top and bottom of the background
in the two eyes) were 4.6 arcmin (0.2%) at most. Note,
moreover, that changes in vertical disparity are negligible
for the target (the object the observers were judging),
so vertical disparity can only contribute to scaling (or
judging eye rotation on the basis of the background’s
retinal image deformation). Considering the data from the
near and far vergence conditions allows us to assess the
extent to which observers scaled angular velocity esti-
mates to judge 3D speed. In particular, if observers scaled
the retinal velocities by the vergence distance, we would
expect that the same retinal velocity is perceived as faster
at the far vergence position.
Figure 6 shows what our data would look like if
observers recovered the 3D speed of the target by scaling
the angular measurements by eye vergence. Comparing the
predictions of a real-world (3D) speed model (Figure 6A)
with our psychophysical results (Figure 5A), it is clear
that observers did not recover the real-world speed. If we
consider the individual subjects’ data (Figure 5C), it is
clear that only one participant (Subject S2) shows a
difference between judgments in the near and far vergence
positions. However, this observer’s data do not match the
predictions of the real-world speed model (Figure 6A). We
Figure 6. Predictions for a model that recovers the real-world speed of the target, both (A) in terms of the relative speed on the screen and
(B) in terms of the real-world speed that would coincide with the simulated target positions on the screen. Note that this model scales the
lateral motion by the viewing distance when judging speed, in contrast to our original models.
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conclude that judgments of 3D speed are affected by
extraretinal signals about changes in eye orientation (i.e.,
the differences between the converging and diverging
conditions) but are unaffected by extraretinal signals
relating to the baseline vergence of the eyes (i.e., the lack
of significant differences between the near and far con-
ditions). This lack of scaling conforms to previous work on
the scaling of velocity in the frontoparallel plane (McKee
& Welch, 1989), suggesting that the visual system codes
3D velocity signals in angular dimensions, uncorrected for
viewing distance.
Relative contribution of retinal
and extraretinal signals
It is clear that none of the models we have considered
so far can account for our results: Observers do not base
their judgments on the relative speed of the target with
respect to the background or the absolute angular speed of
the target. In addition, we have shown that observers do
not recover the target’s real-world velocity. What estimate
of speed were our subjects using? Both of our original
models exploit angular velocity measurements and both
would normally (if the background were not “moving”)
provide estimates of the target’s motion in depth. Observers
may, therefore, exploit a weighted average of both signals.
To test whether this could account for observers’ perfor-
mance, we constructed a model that calculates a weighted
average of information about the retinal slip of the target
relative to the background (Model 1; TVj BV) and infor-
mation about the absolute speed of the target (Model 2;
P + TV). The weight term (w) determines the relative
contributions of both sources of information. Specifically,
we described the estimated speed (V) as
V ¼ wðPþ TVÞ þ ð1jwÞðTVjBVÞ; ð1Þ
which can be simplified to
V ¼ wPþ TVj ð1jwÞBV: ð2Þ
The best way to combine the two measures is for the
weight term w to be chosen such that the precision of V is
maximized (Cochran, 1937). This is so when w is related
to the variances associated with the retinal slip of the
background (AB
2) and of the pursuit signal (AP
2) by
w ¼ A
2
B
A2P þ A2B
: ð3Þ
Note that although the variance in the percept also
depends on the variance associated with the retinal slip
of the target (AT
2), the latter contribution is independent of
w so it does not influence the weight. Using previously
published data (Experiment 1 from Welchman et al., 2009),
we estimated the relative sensitivity of observers to retinal
and extraretinal signals to be a factor of 2.86. Thus, we
estimate that AP = 2.86AB. Substituting this in Equation 3
gives w = 0.11.
This weighted model provides an excellent fit to the
psychophysical results (Figure 7). We therefore conclude
Figure 7. Predictions for a model based on a weighted average of the absolute speed of the target and the speed of the target relative to
the background. The solid curves show model predictions. Data points show the actual fractions of judgments. (A) Predictions and
judgments in terms of the relative speed on the screen. (B) Predictions and judgments in terms of the weighted model. Note that the curve
for far (blue) is always obscured by the curve for near (red).
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that the visual system estimates the speed of motion in
depth by taking a weighted average of changes in relative
retinal disparity (Model 1) and changes in the target’s
angular rate of convergence as estimated from the sum of
retinal slip and extraretinal eye velocity (Model 2). This is
consistent with studies that have shown that observers use
extraretinal signals when judging speed in the frontopar-
allel plane (Brenner & van den Berg, 1994; Champion &
Freeman, 2010; Freeman, 2001; Freeman & Banks, 1998;
Freeman, Champion, & Warren, 2010; Freeman &
Fowler, 2000; Turano & Massof, 2001). The weight that
we find for the extraretinal component is lower than the
extraretinal gain terms found for the estimation of lateral
motion, which are typically between 0.6 and 0.8 (Freeman
& Banks, 1998; Freeman & Fowler, 2000; Turano &
Massof, 2001). However, looming is likely to provide a
substantial contribution to judgments of motion in depth,
for which there is no equivalent for lateral motion.
Alternatively, the different weights may be due to the
much larger angular velocity relative to each eye required
for lateral motion than for a similar amount of motion in
depth.
Other work also suggests a lower weight (ca. 0.4) for
extraretinal information when judging 3D motion (Howard,
2008). Moreover, the weight is likely to depend on the
speeds involved. For instance, consider that under our
paradigm the target appears static until it starts moving
relative to the background. From Equation 2, this might
appear unexpected. Specifically, the only way to estimate
V = 0 when there is no relative disparity and some angular
motion is to assume that the weight given to angular
motion is zero during this portion of the trial. In fact,
giving zero weight to the angular motion in this situation
is quite reasonable as the variance associated with the
estimate of speed from relative motion is likely to be very
low (i.e., the lack of relative retinal motion in the display
is quite certain). For two objects moving in depth at
slightly different speeds, as is the case in the critical
conditions of our experiment (approaching and receding),
the certainty in the estimate of their relative motion is
likely to be large because the difference in speed is small,
whereas the certainty in the estimate of each of their
absolute speeds is likely to be small because both objects
are moving fast. In light of this, our study probably
underestimates the role of extraretinal information in
judging motion in depth because relative motion was
probably given more weight than would normally be the
case.
In conclusion, by independently manipulating the
extraretinal signal and measuring the resulting biases in
speed perception, we demonstrate that the human visual
system exploits extraretinal signals when judging the
speed of motion in depth, just as it does for judgments
of lateral speed. We present a model that uses a weighted
combination of changes in relative disparity and differ-
ences in angular motion to reproduce measured perceptual
judgments. Finally, we show that perceived speed is not
scaled by the orientation of the eyes, indicating that under
our paradigm people judge angular speeds rather than
velocities in 3D space.
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